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Syllabus

Course Title ENGLISH I

I. Introduction:

The Université Espoir English I course is a fundamental English course that focuses on

essential language skills, including reading, writing, speaking, listening, thinking,

viewing, and presenting. The course places strong emphasis on vocabulary development,

correct pronunciation, and writing skills. 

II. Objective: Upon completing this course, the student will be able to:

Improve fluency through regular practice and speaking drills.

Expand vocabulary by at least 400 words through assignments and class work.

Develop a solid understanding of basic grammar structures, such as nouns, verbs, and

adjectives, through class reading and speaking tasks.

III. Methodology: The class will employ a variety of learning techniques, including pair

work discussions and individual assignments that utilize the textbook and other materials

provided by the teacher. In-class activities will promote collaborative learning and

speaking practice..

IV. Prerequisites: None

V. Materials:
- UEspoir Grammar Book & the Listening and Reading Books from Tet Byen Fet

website

- Grammar Book I

http://www.uespoir.edu.ht


- Grammar Book II

- Available at the English I course homepage

VI. Course Plan
Objectives

Book 1 and 2

- The alphabet, hobbies, counting in cardinal and ordinal numbers, there is/are, To

be (simple present & continuous).

- The question words, seasons, months, days, weather, colors

- The alphabet, hobbies, counting in cardinal and ordinal numbers, there is/are, To

be (simple present & continuous).

- The question words, seasons, months, days, weather, colors

- How to say days of the week, months of the year, time, weather, and seasons.

Proper and Common nouns

- To learn the personal, subject, Object, Reflexive, Possessive, Demonstrative,

Interrogative adjective and pronouns.

Articles, determiners

- The Tenses in English starting from the simple present and the continuous

- Regular and the Irregular verbs

- Simple Past Use the Simple future tense.

use the past continuous tense and the Present Perfect tense.


